
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Auckland Trotting Club Inc at Alexandra Park Date: Friday, 29 August 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: J Muirhead (Chairman), S Mulcay, P Kinsey, B Van Kan 

Typist: S Wilkinson 

 
 

General: 

A Medical Clearance for Horseman D Butcher declaring him fit to drive was received. Mr Butcher, following a track work 
accident on 27 January 2014, suffered a chest injury.  
  
Pre-race blood testing was carried out. 
 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: CHRISTY MAGUIRE, LUCKY FORTUNE, TE KAWAU, TORBJORN, VOLUNTAD, I GOT RHYTHM, 
MACHINEGUN KELLY, RIP ROARING, HUGHIE GREEN 

Protests:               Nil 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     8 P Scaife (RIP ROARING) 
[Rule 452(2)] Colour fee. Fined $25.00. 

 Race     9 S McCaffrey (OTO INVASION) 
[Rule 865(2)] Presented without notified blind. Fined $100.00. 

Warnings: Race     1 S Phelan (PIECE OF MY HEART) 
[Rule 857(7)(g)] Maintain position behind mobile gate. 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     2 SCARRYMCLEARY - Unruly Stands Trainers Request 

 Race     3 DEBS PAL - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     8 FLANYATTICE - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     8 MISS FIREFLY - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     10 SPIDER MURPHY - Ineligible Racing Manners - Stood Down 14 Days 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings:               Nil 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 30/08/2014 until 02/09/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
SOUL HANOVER 

  

Ineligible from 30/08/2014 until 08/09/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
DENNY CRANE 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 LAURA FERGUSSON TRUST MOBILE PACE 

PIECE OF MY HEART was approximately a length out of position at the start. Horseman S. Phelan was reminded of his 



obligations to maintain his barrier position behind the mobile gate. 
BETTOR ACE was inclined to hang in over the initial stages of the race and when being improved from three wide, to shift 
inward to one out without cover, momentarily placed EVERLASTING GRACE in restricted room approaching the 1700 metres. 
BETTOR ACE over-raced passing the 1000 metres. 
JUBILEE PRINCESS raced erratically after there was an easing of the pace approaching the 800 metres. 
PIECE OF MY HEART when in the lead, with BETTOR ACE racing on its outside, shifted ground outwards rounding the final 
bend despite the efforts of Horseman S. Phelan. This filly shifted out again at the entrance to the straight for the run home. 
The authorisation of the payment of the first placing of PIECE OF MY HEART (S. Phelan) was withheld until such time that it 
was confirmed by Horseman Z. Butcher that the 3rd placed BETTOR ACE's chances were not affected. 
 

Race 2 DIRECT SECURITY SERVICES INVITED DRIVERS TROT 

PHILADELPHIA H broke at the start recovering quickly. 
SCARRYMCLEARY broke at the start losing considerable ground. 
QUEEN DEE broke 200 metres after the start losing considerable ground. 
THE EARLY WICKET broke racing into the first bend and again shortly after. 
LA MAITRE DIX trotted unevenly throughout the event. 
SPRINGFIELD HUGH broke passing the 250 metres. 
LUCKY FORTUNE trotted unevenly for a stride near the 200 metres. 
SAN DIEGO LOVE trotted unevenly throughout the run home. 
SCARRYMCLEARY was declared unruly for standing starts at the trainer's request. 
 

Race 3 COCA-COLA INVITED DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 

No horses were claimed from this event. 
AMERICAN ANGEL, when in the pre-race formation behind the mobile barrier, reared and fell. A veterinary examination 
cleared the mare as fit to start. 
AMERICAN ANGEL hung in the score up and was a length out of positon at the start. 
VIEWFIELD APACHE was marginally back off the gate at the start. 
DEBS PAL broke soon after the start was effected. A warning was placed on the mobile barrier manners of this gelding. 
OUR SOUTHERN MAN lay in rounding the bends. 
VIEWFIELD APACHE was improved three wide and raced without cover from inside the 1100 metres. 
AMERICAN ANGEL lay in rounding the final bend. 
GOLDEN DELIGHT, from three deep on the running line, was briefly held up on the final bend. 
 

Race 4 DILMAH INVITED DRIVERS HANDICAP TROT 

LOKI BROGDEN broke shortly after the start losing its chance. 
CREAMEE, when in the lead, broke approaching the 1900 metres, settling at the rear of the field. 
CREAMEE broke again passing the 400 metres, losing its chance. 
MY MUMS ASTAR was reluctant to take the passing lane, as the mare was inclined to lay out when attempting to improve 
inside LE LUA INVASION. 
SASTRE tended to shift out under pressure in the run home. 
 

Race 5 MAGNESS BENROW/FISHER & PAYKEL MOBILE PACE 

HOT MACH broke for several strides after approximately 150 metres when being restrained to the rear of the field. 
SPARKLING CULLECT and VOLUNTAD both paced roughly and then tangled briefly approaching the 1900 metres. 
MCROYAL contacted several pylons rounding the final bend when being held up for racing room at the rear of the field. 
 

Race 6 DUANE RANGER 50TH BIRTHDAY INVITED DRIVERS HANDICAP TROT 

STAR FILLY broke passing the 2200 metres. 
GETAWAY DOUG trotted unevenly through the middle stages then hung and broke near the 200 metres. 
 

Race 7 JACOBSEN HEADSTONES INVITED DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 

There was a delay to the start due to MACHINEGUN KELLY requiring a wheel change prior to the start. 
SMILING TACT was inclined to lay in during the score up and was a length off the mobile gate at the start. 
PLATINUM POKER was inclined to hang in when racing at the rear of the field over the early and middle stages. 



SMILING TACT lay in throughout the final straight contacting several pylons near the 50 metres. 
 

Race 8 ALABAR INVITED DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 

Trainer P. Scaife (RIP ROARING) was charged a colour fee of $25.00. 
RIP ROARING over-raced when being restrained shortly after the start. 
BETTORKEEPTHEFAITH raced three wide for the first 700 metres. 
MISS FIREFLY paced roughly and then broke passing the 700 metres losing its chance. A warning was placed on the mare's 
racing manners record. 
FLANYATTICE broke free of interference approaching the 150 metres losing its chance. A warning was placed on this horse's 
racing manners record. 
Horseman Z. Butcher advised that CHEERS KATHY pulled a flat tyre for the majority of the race. It was established that 
CHEERS KATHY's sulky wheel was accidently contacted by the trailing MISS FIREFLY which was racing erratically. 
 

Race 9 MAGNESS BENROW/PANASONIC HANDICAP TROT 

Trainer S. McCaffrey was issued a Minor Infringement and fined $100.00 for presenting OTO INVASION to race without the 
notified blind. 
No horses were claimed from this event. 
SUNSHIELD broke shortly after the start settling at the rear of the field. 
MOMENT OF TRUTH lay in rounding the bends. 
MOMENT OF TRUTH broke near the 250 metres. 
SUNNY VACATION broke when being challenged for the lead inside the last 100 metres, losing its chance. The connections 
advised that this gelding lost both of its front shoes during the course of the race. 
The authorisation of the 3rd placing of SUNSHIELD was withheld until it was confirmed that this horse complied with the 
Breaking Horse Regulations when it broke over the initial stages of the race. 
 

Race 10 DUNSTAN HORSEFEEDS MOBILE PACE 

RICKY BOBBY was inclined to lay in throughout the event. 
SPIDER MURPHY broke near the 1400 metres inconveniencing SHEDONTLOVEME and then failed to settle losing 
considerable ground. Trainer G. Dixon was advised that this gelding has been declared ineligible for 14 days up to and 
including 12th September 2014. 
BETTORS POCKET hung in badly rounding the final bend striking several pylons. 
JIMMY MACELROY paced unevenly throughout the run home. 
 

 


